MARKETBUSTING: STRATEGIES FOR EXCEPTIONAL BUSINESS GROWTH
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Nebraska’s business owners have

allocate resources and tie it all together with-

endured incredible stress over the last 18

out dropping the ball.? Should you focus on

months and it may not be over. There is

employees first or customers? Should you

much confusion, but one thing is clear:

focus on bolstering sales or lowering costs? Is

There is opportunity on the other side

of pandemic malaise. There is abundance on
the other side of scarcity, especially if we set
aside past assumptions and ‘think fresh’

there a way to leverage the web to get even
more done? Should we embrace big, bold
objectives or take lots of tiny steps?
Most importantly, do we have the

about creating new values and new goals.

talent on the bench to help us answer these

That sounds inspiring, but you, the

questions? If the answer is ‘no,’ what then?

business owner, have many duties and

Every business owner in Nebraska is

priorities that prevent you from thinking

asking these questions. Soon, each of them

outside the box. Where to begin? How to

will know about the NEWbraska™ Network.

If your company is like most of
the 45,000 businesses in Nebraska, it
struggles to meet its growth goals and
seldom thrills its customers. This hurts
your reputation and your ability to
invest in talent, technology and

facilities. It also aggravates brain drain
which leads to population decline and—
potentially—yet more tax increases.

No more business-as-usual

•

New Strategy

•

New Business Model

•

New Product/Service

•

New Process for Adding Value

•

New Brand (external and internal)

•

New Customer Development System

•

New Technology and Data Systems

•

New Organizational Culture and Values

•

New Leadership Mindset
The idea of evolving a firm into an

innovative, open organization where
It's time for a new approach. The
next generation of buyers and workers
are attracted to newness. They've seen
business owners surrender to inertia
and years of business-as-usual.
Fortunately, there are many new ways
to create value in this boundaryless,

ideas rule is fine, but nothing will work
without self discipline, higher
standards, measured progress,
relentless learning and personal
accountability. NEWbraska Partners
will help you form these metrics to
reflect your culture and your goals.

digital world. To avoid missteps, you
can call upon the veterans at the

Skills, tools, processes, platforms,

NEWbraska Partners to help you

incentives, roles, and values all have to

elevate confidently to the next level of

come together in one supercharged,

profitability and fulfillment.

all-wheel-drive, race-winning machine.

It will be easier to leverage what NEWbraska
offers if employees are encouraged to challenge

The NEWbraska™ Network will

industry norms, identify trends and recombine

jumpstart your operation into an era of

skills and assets in new ways.

abundant, energetic newness. Join today.

